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GUIDANCE



ON



SUPPLEMENTARY



ACCOUNTING



FOR



LONG



TERM



INSURANCE BUSINESS (THE ACHIEVED PROFITS METHOD)



INTRODUCTION



1



The “Achieved Profits” method shareholders’



profits



from



(“AP method” or “APM”) for reporting the



long



term



insurance



business



and



the



corresponding balance sheet presentation is intended for adoption as supplementary reporting in the accounts of proprietary insurance companies or in the consolidated accounts of proprietary insurance groups. It may be used for primary reporting where directors and auditors believe that this is in line with UK generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).



2



The objective of this method is to provide shareholders with more relevant information on the financial position and current performance of long term business than that provided by the modified statutory solvency basis (as detailed in the ABI Statement of Recommended Practice (“SORP”) on Accounting for UK Insurance Business) or any other solvency or deferral and matching method applicable to a non-UK subsidiary.
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This guidance note should however be read in conjunction with the SORP and provides the alternative method of accounting referred to in paragraph 1 of that statement.



4



The results may be presented within the format prescribed by Schedule 9A of the Companies Act 1985 and the method complies with constraints on the calculation of the long term business provision in accordance with EC Council Directive 92/96/EEC.



STATUTORY SOLVENCY AND TRANSFERS TO SHAREHOLDERS



5



Long term insurance contracts are, for virtually all territories, written by companies which are subject to prudential regulation. The financial statements prepared for the prudential regulators (the “supervisors”) have, as their main purpose, the monitoring of solvency. (“statutory solvency reporting”). In the UK, the Insurance Companies Act 1982 (“ICA”) and related regulations (or the successor rulebook published under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) provide the legal framework for annual regulatory returns to the FSA, the UK supervisor These returns are prepared in a different format and serve a different purpose from financial statements prepared under the requirements of the Companies Act 1985 or the equivalent requirements in other territories. However, insurance regulatory requirements may have an impact on financial statements of proprietary undertakings writing long term business where they operate as a constraint.
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For a UK insurer, the ICA imposes a constraint on the amount of the surplus which may be allocated to proprietors from the long term fund and, in consequence, on the declaration of dividends. In particular, in an undertaking authorised to conduct long term business in the UK, the appointed actuary has a statutory responsibility under Section 18 of the ICA to carry out an investigation into the financial condition of the long term business.



The



directors may make a transfer out of the long term fund, so that it is available for distribution to shareholders, of an amount not exceeding the surplus disclosed by that investigation, subject to other provisions of the legislation and the terms of the company’s articles or related to its insurance contracts. In addition, there are further restrictions on the payment of dividends. They may normally only be paid to shareholders of the insurance company, or any parent company, if



(i)



the actuarial statutory solvency liabilities, including a resilience reserve, do not exceed the value of the assets in the long term fund, and
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(ii)



capital and reserves outside the long term fund, and excess assets within the long term fund, are not less than a minimum solvency requirement set by the supervisors.
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This means that the shareholders’ transfer is determined using policyholder liabilities calculated on a conservative basis intended to ensure that adequate solvency is maintained. Where participating (with-profits) business is written within the long term fund (or part of the long term fund), the transfer from the long term fund (or part of the long term fund) is usually related directly to the cost of the policyholder bonuses in terms of the statutory solvency provision generated by such bonuses.
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For non-UK insurance companies the statutory solvency accounts required by local supervisors impose similar constraints on dividends to shareholders Most territories do not have the concept of a separate long term fund.
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Thus long term insurance companies in all territories have similar constraints in terms of requirements for considerable margins for adverse deviations within the long term business provisions, profit sharing requirements and constraints on dividend distribution through solvency and investment reserve requirements. In general the constraints arise from



(i)



a conservative assessment of liabilities



(ii)



a conservative assessment of assets



(iii)



an additional requirement for a minimum level of assets over liabilities, both already valued conservatively



(iv)



where relevant, the non distributability of assets maintained in a long term fund
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10



The APM is developed below for the concept of an insurance company which does not have a long term fund, and regards the existence of a long term fund as a special case.



COVERAGE



11



This guidance is intended to cover long term insurance business, which in the UK is a defined term under the ICA. The APM can relate to any such long term business, and any other business which is regarded by local supervisors as long term or life insurance business.
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Where healthcare is regarded as part of or ancillary to a company’s long term insurance business, then it should be regarded as long term business.



13



Where the APM applies to Groups in which services are supplied by one Group company to another Group company which writes long term business, the appropriate accounting is set out in paragraphs 35 to 40 below.



THE ACHIEVED PROFITS METHOD – GENERAL PRINCIPLES



14



The objective of the achieved profits method is to recognise profit as it is earned arising from contracts of long term insurance business. The methodology requires an attribution of assets of the company identified as backing the long term insurance contracts (the “backing assets”) and the residual assets of the company. These backing assets will cover:



(i)



long term business provisions calculated in accordance with the local supervisory requirements and



(ii)



a further amount which is regarded as encumbered in that local solvency requirements prevent its distribution.
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Subject to consideration of foreign currency translation covered in paragraph 74 below, the method recognises as profit the total of:



(i)



the cash transfers to (from) the residual assets from (to) the backing assets as determined following the statutory valuation to the shareholders, and



(ii)



the movement over the accounting period in the present value of the expected future cash flows to (from) the residual assets from contracts in force at the balance sheet date and their backing assets



16



The accounting for the residual assets should follow standard generally accepted accounting principles.



In essence, a company which accounts for its profits on an achieved profits basis accounts for



(i)



its insurance contracts and their backing assets on an AP basis, and



(ii)



its residual assets on standard generally accepted accounting principles.
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The method of assessing the present value of expected future cash flows from contracts of insurance business and backing assets is to discount to present value each of the expected cash flows to the residual assets from such business.
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Long-term insurance business consists of a large number of contracts. Although



individual



contracts



may



largely



be



expected



to



behave



independently, in assessing future experience it is reasonable to take account of the average experience of contracts within policy groups.
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19



The main determinants of cash flow are; premiums, investment return, policy charges, claims, discontinuances and surrender/paid-up policy bases, expenses, taxation and the movement in the statutory solvency provisions and backing assets. In addition the cash flow for with-profit business reflects the level of bonuses arising from the profit sharing arrangements and undistributed surplus. Using realistic assumptions of cash flow the total profit expected to be earned over the lifetime of the contract can be estimated at the time of sale.



The total profit represents a return for risks borne by the



enterprise, earned over the life of the contract as a release from risk, and the work done in selling the contract and assuming the risk.
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In evaluating the present value of expected future cash flows to the residual assets relating to the contracts of insurance contracts and their backing assets, allowance for risk is made by



(i)



incorporating a risk margin in the discount rate (the “risk premium”), and



(ii)



discounting at a risk adjusted discount rate the cash flow deferrals from the backing assets which cover prudential assessments of the liabilities to policyholders.



21



For the purpose of calculating achieved profits results, groups of contracts and their backing assets may be aggregated in portfolios having regard to their overall risk characteristics and mutual dependencies.



The risk premium



reflects the overall risk characteristics of the portfolio and may vary between portfolios.



22



The allowances for risk defer to later years a part of the total profit expected to be earned over the life of a contract. The higher the allowances for risk, the greater the proportion of profit that is deferred.



The balance is left to be



recognised in the year of sale and this may be a significant proportion of the total profit reflecting the significance to the business of the completion of a profitable sale and of the work done in getting the contract onto the books.
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23



The release of the risk margins will constitute part of the profits earned in each subsequent accounting period as will any differences between actual and expected cash flows in each period.



24



It is the responsibility of the directors of the company reporting on an AP basis to determine the discount rates and assumptions used in the projection process having regard to the requirement set out above. In reaching their judgement the directors should seek actuarial advice.



Assessment of Appropriate Projection Assumptions



25



The projection assumptions should be determined using realistic assumptions of each component of future cash flow for each policy group. The assessment of appropriate assumptions as to future experience should have regard to past, current and expected future experience and to any relevant external data.



Regard should also be had to assumptions currently used by the



company for other purposes such as profit testing new contracts. Favourable changes in experience should not be anticipated.



26



The assumption for future investment returns for fixed (or index linked) investments should reflect the actual portfolio. The cashflow projected should be the anticipated income from current investments, with a reinvestment rate for positive cashflows based on current fixed interest returns and having regard to the yield curve. It is acceptable to approximate that cashflow by an assumption that the current returns (gross redemption yields) available should be applied to the market value of assets.



27



Projected returns from fixed and index linked investments should be adjusted for the risk of default but not for liquidity. Government bonds which match a liability in the same currency can normally be regarded as risk free.
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28



Where an assumption on future equity returns is required, this should be based on such returns generating a margin over the corresponding risk-free (gilt-edged) return assumed.



29



Whereas in accounting for other activities there is a general assumption that contracts will be fully completed, this is not the case with contracts of longterm insurance business. Under regular premium policies the policyholders may choose to discontinue premium payments without a right on the part of the insurance company to require continuation. The insurance company on the other hand has no unilateral right to cancel. Discontinuance of premium payment by the policyholder may give rise to payment of a surrender or transfer value, to the granting of a paid-up policy, or to lapse without value. While in many cases the terms for surrender, transfer or conversion to paid-up are not guaranteed, they will be determined by having regard to the reasonable expectations of policyholders.



Such discontinuances must be



allowed for under the APM. Discontinuance experience is a major determinant of overall profitability to the insurance company for many policy types.



30



When assessing the projection bases for discontinuances, renewal and other maintenance expenses, mortality and morbidity, investment returns and taxation, there should be an underlying assumption that the enterprise is a going concern



31



The cashflow projections include transfers of capital to support the statutory solvency technical provisions and other backing assets.



(i)



The current basis for calculating the statutory technical provisions should be assumed to continue, but may be modified if this is necessary to achieve consistency with other assumptions or in anticipation of any legislative changes. The assumed valuation basis will determine the cost of the bonus.
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(ii)



The additional backing assets have to be sufficient to satisfy the capital requirements imposed by any regulations.



(iii)



If the company as a whole is no longer writing new business or has decided to stop writing new business, realistic assumptions will require the assessment of the projection bases to reflect this fact.



(iv)



If no new business is being written, or is expected to be written, for a category of business, revised projection assumptions may be appropriate in particular for discontinuance and maintenance expenses.



Encumbered Capital



32



The backing assets as described in paragraph14 cover the prudential statutory solvency long term business provisions and capital and reserves which are encumbered by the requirements of the local supervisors. The cash flow from all these backing assets should be projected and their net present value ascertained on a basis consistent with the projection assumptions already described.



33



The required solvency capital should be the level at which the supervisor is empowered to take action at the company level. An additional amount may be regarded as encumbered where this is seen as making a more appropriate allowance for risk than the risk premium included in the risk adjusted discount rate above. The basis on which the allowance is made for solvency capital and any additional amount regarded as encumbered should be disclosed.



34



For the purposes of profit reporting, undistributed surplus and investment reserves held as backing assets within a long term fund should be deemed to be transferable to the residual assets and/or policyholders over an assumed projection period and should be allocated between them, subject to a provision for all taxes which would become payable on transfer. The method of
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allocation, which should be consistent with the company's articles of association and with regulatory requirements, should be disclosed.



Service Businesses



35



The Companies Act sets out a general principle that all inter company transactions should be eliminated on consolidation.



Profits or losses may



arise on intra-group services provided to the long term business by other group businesses which do not themselves transact long term business. In order to achieve elimination, where appropriate, the APM should be applied to profits in service entities under the circumstances described below.



36



The group must establish as clearly as possible whether the service entity acts as a separate business segment from the long term business operations. A service entity should not normally be regarded as a separate segment if it serves only the long term business operations of the Group.



37



Where the service entity is demonstrably a separate business segment, the profit or loss of the service company should not be eliminated and the actual charge made by the service company should be included in the cash flows used to establish the APM result for the long term business. The fact that such a judgement has been made should be disclosed and, where material, the profit or loss recognised in the service company in respect of the intragroup services to the long term business should be disclosed.



38



Where the service entity is demonstrably an integral part of the long term business operations, the profit or loss of the service entity should be accounted for as a component of the long term business result. This should be effected by including the full cost (but not the profit margin) of the relevant service to the group in the cash flows used to calculate the Achieved Profits Value (ie elimination of the service company profits).
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39



The APM should not be applied to service charges in respect of business that is not long term business or to service charges to any third party outside the Group.



40



Where profits or losses arise from service charges made in respect of business where the shareholders’ proportion of profits is determined by reference to a proportion of the cost of policyholder bonuses, there should be no elimination on the grounds that the primary service relationship is directly with the policyholders.



This exception is explicitly contemplated by the



Companies’ Act.



Participating Business



41



Various contracts of insurance business participate in the profits of the enterprise. The rules for participation may vary from one enterprise to another and must be in accordance with any regulations imposed by the appropriate supervisor. The policyholder participation in the UK customarily takes the form of bonuses which are payable on termination of a policy, such bonuses being guaranteed once declared (reversionary) or not guaranteed (terminal).



42



Bonus assumptions should be consistent with assumed investment returns, the company's bonus philosophy and anticipated practice. If alterations in the levels of bonuses are foreseen, then projections should reflect the anticipated levels.



43



For participating business written in a long term fund in which the shareholders' proportion of profits for a part or whole of such long term fund is determined by reference to a proportion of the cost of policyholder bonuses, continuation of the current proportion should be assumed except where an intended change has been announced or it appears unlikely that it will be sustained in future periods. If a proportion other than the current proportion (or already announced changed assumption) is used, the basis on which it is determined should be disclosed.
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44



Any free assets which would normally be retained within a fund or subfund in which the shareholders’ proportion of profits is determined solely as a proportion of the cost of policyholder bonuses should be evaluated by assuming, for this purpose only, that terminal bonuses are increased to exhaust all such free assets.



Establishing Risk Margins and the Time Value of Money



45



The present value of future cash flows from policies in force should be calculated using a risk discount rate (or rates) that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks associated with the inforce portfolio, including risks arising from any mismatch between assets and liabilities and the volatility of future cashflows linked to financial market conditions.



46



The time value of money should be based on relevant government bond rates of appropriate duration and in line with the equivalent assumption for the projection of the income from the backing assets.



47



The risk margins are determined by three factors:



(a)



the risk premium in the discount rate;



(b)



the strength of the provisions and the additional amount of backing assets which is regarded as encumbered; and



(c)



explicit margins in experience to allow for uncertainty as described in paragraph 52.



Together these are meant to generate the margins for risk which a third party, operating in a similar tax and regulatory environment, would require in order to determine the value at which it would be willing to assume the liabilities and supporting assets of the block of in-force policies.
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48



The risk discount rate should be consistent with that used by management for other purposes such as profit testing current products or as the basis for internal hurdle rates.



49



Where separable blocks of in-force business would, if separated, and taking into account any additional allowance for risk in the assumption on encumbered capital require clearly different risk margins, an appropriate risk margin for each such block may be used.



50



The application of risk margins should be on a consistent basis between accounting periods and between portfolios of business. The risk (and hence the risk margins) applicable to a portfolio of business will not normally vary significantly from year to year. If a risk margin is varied, the reason for and impact of the change should be disclosed. The risk allowances should not vary solely due to the size of the portfolio



51



Where a part of the gross cash flows from a portfolio of business has been ceded to reinsurers or investors under reinsurance or securitisation arrangements, care is needed to ensure that the risk discount rate adequately reflects the volatility of the retained cash flows. The volatility will have been increased by these arrangements if the ceded cash flows have greater stability than the gross cash flows.



Similarly, where regulatory requirements are



satisfied by implicit items, care is needed in assessing the risk discount rate.



52



In exceptional circumstances in which the variability of outcomes is clearly unrelated to the passage of time, a specific risk may be reflected in an adjustment to the expected cash flows. Care must be exercised to ensure that there is no double counting of risk margin between such adjustments and the risk adjustments in the discount rate.



53



The discount rate is applied to net of tax cash flows and should be expressed as an after tax rate.
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COMPONENTS OF ACHIEVED PROFIT



54



The profit in respect of an accounting period arises from three sources :



(a)



New business



The profit arising at the time of sale on new policies written during the accounting period together with the profit arising in the period from sale to the end of the accounting period from sources equivalent to those described in paragraphs (b) and (c) below.



(b)



Business in force and shareholders investment return



(i)



the change in the time value of the shareholders' interest in expected future cash flows and the release of margins in the period on contracts in force at the start of the period;



(ii)



the profit or loss arising from differences between actual and assumed experience during the period (e.g. expense under or overruns not anticipated in the prior year's projection process);



(iii)



the impact of (i) changes since the previous accounting period in estimated future experience (excluding those referred to in paragraph 43(c) below), to the extent that these are reflected in revised experience assumptions and/or risk margins, and (ii) changes in other factors such as the shareholders' proportion or surrender bases, which affect future cash flows; and



(iv)



the shareholders' share of all investment returns on assets backing the long term insurance business which have not been reflected in the profit relating to any other categories.
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(c)



Changes in External Economic Circumstances



This will comprise the effect of changes in extraneous economic variables (i.e. interest rates and inflation rates) beyond the control of management to the extent that these are reflected in asset values or revised experience assumptions and/or discount rates or bonus rates.



NEW BUSINESS



55



There must be consistency between the new business disclosed in statements of new business and the new business brought into account in the calculation of achieved profits. In particular, the treatment of recurring single premiums must be disclosed.



56



There must also be consistency between the definitions of new business and business in force. This means that in reporting on the contribution from new business references to in force should be references to in force at the start of the accounting period. However a consequence of this in line with para 58 is that where profits are reported for a financial year with interim reporting at the six month stage, then the new business premium income can be attributed to the two halves. Where the reporting is for the full year, the in force is that at the start of the year. The second half profits are the difference between the annual profits and the first half profits. Thus the contribution from new business in the second half of the year may include profit arising from business written in the first half of the year.



57



The contribution to profit attributable to new business must represent the value added by new business during the accounting period, treating the operation as a going concern, but without recourse to subsidy from existing resources and excluding investment variances which would be reported in line with Para 60.
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RECOGNITION OF INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE



58



For the purposes of profit recognition calculations, it may be appropriate notionally to allocate long-term business assets to separate pools related to different groups of policies. Where a company manages its business and investments by reference to internally hypothecated asset pools, profit recognition should be on a consistent basis.



59



Investments should be valued having regard to the requirements of the ABI SORP.



The long term business profit for the year will reflect the full



investment return achieved on the assets backing long term insurance business.



OPERATING PROFIT



60



A breakdown should be provided of the overall profit into an operating profit component and a balancing amount. This operating profit will exclude:•



Any item included in paragraph 54 which relates to the achieved investment return on the backing assets being different from the assumed longer term level of investment return. This should be reported as a contribution from investment variances; and



•



Any item related to changes in extraneous economic circumstances as described in component (c) of paragraph 54. This item should be separately reported.



The approach used to determine any operating profit must be applied consistently from year to year.
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TAXATION



61



Since the amount and timing of taxation charges affect the shareholders' profits from long term business, all the projections on which profit recognition and measurement are based must allow for taxation. The result of projecting cashflows on a net of tax basis and present valuing the flows is an after tax profit.



62



Allowance in the cash flow projections will have to be made for all taxes in the relevant jurisdiction, based on current legislation and practice together with known future changes. In the UK, based on current tax legislation, this would include an assessment of tax likely to arise under Schedule D Case VI on pensions and ISA business as well as taxes on income and gains generally. In order to determine the allowance for these taxes in relation to with-profit business it should normally be assumed that the whole of the undistributed surplus and investment reserves in respect of the with-profit part of the longterm fund will be distributed by way of bonus or bonus-related shareholder profit. Judgements will also be required as to the allocation of such projected bonus as between pensions and ISA business and other policyholders. Each of the assumptions on which tax allowance is calculated should be consistent with the assumptions used elsewhere in the profit estimation and recognition calculations.



63



In projecting future tax liabilities in respect of in-force business on a going concern basis, no credit should be taken for any reduction in taxes deriving from future expenses or statutory deficits which is properly attributable to future new business.



64



APM profits are computed on an after tax basis and should be grossed-up to the pre-tax level for presentation in the profit and loss account. This grossingup should be at the effective rate in accordance with FRS 16. Uniquely for life insurance business in the United Kingdom and some other territories there is a single tax charge which integrates tax on both shareholders’ profits and
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policyholders’ investment return. Any disclosure of an amount of tax on shareholders’ profits alone is therefore notional. Accordingly for this business it will normally be appropriate to take the full rate of corporation tax as the appropriate rate to be attributed to shareholders’ profits for the accounting period in question provided this does not result in material mis-statement of the profit before tax for the year.



REASSESSMENT OF EXPECTED EXPERIENCE AND OTHER PARAMETERS



65



Assessments of future cash flows will inevitably change over time to reflect, inter alia, recent experience regarding expenses and demographic factors used in the projection process, and changes in the economic and legislative environment. An important consideration therefore is the approach to be adopted towards accounting for the effect of a change in the assessment made by directors of the likely future experience and other parameters.



66



All aspects of likely future experience and other parameters should be reassessed at least annually and reflected in revised assumptions, including risk margins and discount rates, where significant changes have arisen.



67



A risk margin may vary over time, as the risk characteristics of a portfolio change due to a change in the mix of business or other changes not previously envisaged. A change to the risk margin should reflect changes in the perceived risks in future experience, not changes to the expected experience itself.



68



Favourable changes in experience should not be anticipated except where improved experience has been, or is reasonably certain to be, delivered. For example, no account should be taken of any possible benefit to future unit costs arising from projected growth in the volume of new business.
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69



Similar principles should be followed in allowing for changes in other factors which have a bearing on profitability, including statutory valuation bases, required solvency capital, bases for determining surrender and paid-up policy values, reversionary bonus rates, shareholder participation arrangements and tax rates.



METHOD OF CALCULATION



70



Implementation of the APM will involve a series of calculations to project future cash flows and discount them to present value. It is expected that some companies will perform such calculations on an individual policy basis and that others will use a model to represent the in-force business. Either method is acceptable provided that the principles set out in this document are followed and that the model has been adequately tested for reliability and consistency with the actual portfolio of business in force.



PRESENTATION OF THE ACCOUNTS



71



The application of the achieved profits method results in the recognition of the embedded value of the long term business contracts. This comprises the present value of the shareholders’ interest in the long term business contracts and related shareholders’ assets but excludes any goodwill value arising from the capacity to write new business in the future.



72



A reconciliation should be produced between shareholders’ funds under the APM and those determined under the Modified Statutory Solvency Basis.



73



Where a balance sheet is presented, the shareholders' interest in the long term business arising under this method not already included in recognised shareholders' funds should be shown as a new additional item under balance sheet assets. Paragraph 2(2) of Part 1 of Schedule 9A to the CA 85 provides that a company’s balance sheet may include an item representing or covering
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the amount of any asset or liability not specifically covered by any of the items listed in the balance sheet formats.



FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION



74



Foreign currency amounts should be translated in accordance with SSAP 20. Under SSAP 20, the exchange difference arising on the retranslation of the shareholders' interest in foreign enterprises brought forward should be taken directly to retained profits and will not form part of the profit for the accounting period. The amount of the gain or loss should be disclosed separately.



INTERIM REPORTING



75



Where the achieved profits method is used for quarterly or half-yearly reporting, and there has been no re-assessment of the impact of experience in future assumptions it will be acceptable to apply the same assumptions and risk margins as were used at the end of the previous accounting period. However, investment returns and discount rates should be re-assessed for each interim period and adjusted to reflect any material changes.



Any



significant change in assumptions, risk margins and/or discount rates should be disclosed.



DISCLOSURE



76



The following should be disclosed in the financial statements: Assumptions (a)



The principal economic assumptions, the investment assumptions, and the discount rates used at the start and end of the accounting period.
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This should include the following:



risk discount rate pre-tax investment return -



government fixed-interest



-



other fixed interest*



-



ordinary shares



-



property



-



other (if significant)



future expense inflation



* or the principles on which other fixed interest assumptions are based.



(b)



How these and other material business assumptions are determined (eg mortality, persistency and expenses).



(c)



The treatment of fund management expenses and other expenses charged to long term businesses by group companies not included in the long term business covered by the APM in arriving at the assumptions.



(d)



The rates used for grossing-up after tax profits to the pre-tax level, separately for new business if materially different.



Methodology



(a)



The methods used to calculate any operating profit in accordance with paragraph 60.



(b)



For companies writing with-profit business, the basis of determining the shareholders’ interest in undistributed surplus.
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(c)



The basis on which allowance has been made for solvency capital and any additional amount regarded as encumbered in respect of new business and existing business separately.



(d)



The reasons for and impact of any changes in the risk margins.



(e)



Details of any singular “one off ” risk which requires explicit allowance to be made in accordance with paragraph 47 and the amount of the allowance.



(f)



The financial statements or the operating and financial review should identify and explain any significant variance between the actual experience and that expected at the beginning of the period.



The effect of any change to the



method or approach for reassessing expected experience should also be quantified and disclosed if material. Similarly, any significant impact resulting from changes in experience assumptions or risk margins should be disclosed.



(g)



The basis on which any restatement to current economic assumptions has been made. The new business contribution, expected return and opening embedded value should be restated on consistent economic assumptions.



(h)



Explanation of any development costs included in the result and comment on projected development costs.



Analysis of Profit



(a)



As guidance on the terminology and presentation of the components of total life achieved profit, a full statement should include the following items:



New business contribution Profit from existing business -



expected return



-



experience variances



-



operating assumption changes (including risk margin changes)
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Development costs Expected return on assets not backing provisions Life operating profit before tax and exceptional items Exceptional items Investment return variances Effect of economic assumption changes Life achieved profit before tax Attributed tax Life achieved profit after tax



(b)



Where any profit or loss in respect of services provided to the life company by another member of the Group is material to the reported AP or new business contribution, the amount of any such profit or loss not reflected in the life business AP should be disclosed.



(c)



The amount of exchange re-translation gains and losses in respect of foreign enterprises.



Sensitivities



(a)



The sensitivity of new business contribution and embedded value to changes in key economic assumptions. For example the impacts of a one percentage point increase in the pre-tax investment return and of a one percentage point increase in the risk discount rate.



(b)



Comment on the sensitivity of new business contribution and embedded value to changes in key non-economic assumptions.



Segmentation



(a)



For companies with overseas operations, the same style and level of disclosure should apply for each overseas operation.
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(b)



The following information should be provided for each segment: -



new business contribution



-



Life operating profit



-



development costs



-



embedded value



Statements by Directors



(a)



The financial statements should include a statement from the directors that the accounts have been prepared in accordance with the achieved profits guidance.



(b)



A statement may be included on whether the methodology, assumptions and results have been subject to external review (by a firm of consulting actuaries).
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